
Annual SPIRIT card award for the period 4Q/ 2016 to 3Q/ 2017 
 
 
We are pleased to announce that as per the BBS Award scheme which was commenced in 
year 2015 and replaced the earlier crew commendation award scheme of 2013, we have now 
reviewed and selected the three (3) best SPIRIT cards submitted on board Unix/ TMS fleet 
during the period from 4th quarter of 2016 to 3rd quarter of 2017. 
 
3rd Off was at CCR and monitoring discharging operation which had 
just commenced at Jiangyin port. Vessel was discharging thru no 1 
common line from 04 separate cargo tanks with slow pumping rate 
and venting by PV. 3rd Off noted 03 of the tanks discharge pressure 
was low and further reducing, whereas another single tank pressure 
was increasing. 3rd Off immediately informed Ch Off. The line up 
was rechecked and incorrect line up was found. Same corrected 
immediately 
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ABA noted both accommodation ladders stainless steel lashing 
bars onboard longer than usual and further having pointed edges. 
Considering the pointed edges could injure anyone walking in the 
vicinity, ABA covered the lashing bar pointed edges with flexible 
rubber hose to prevent any mishaps 

 

APOF noted bunker barge head line damaged and was about to part 
whilst being picked up to be made fast at Fujairah anchorage. APOF 
immediately alerted the bunker barge personnel using the torch light as 
it was already dark and ceased the operation. APOF also informed the 
duty officer on the situation. Moments later the bunker barge head line 
had infact parted due to rough seas and swells however no injury or 
damage had occurred. Vessel decided to provide own ships line to 
make fast the barge later on and the operation was completed safely.   
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Congratulations for the above three winners. Each of 3 listed crew are entitled to 
US$1,000 each. For payment mode kindly contact the crew accounting team in Unix. 
This award is for the crew personal use and not the entitlement of the ship he had 
served. Only if the crew member has left the services of the company than an exception 
may be made which to be confirmed from Unix Marine Director. 
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